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Vision Statement
An independent and inclusive community whose residents are working together for all generations and are
connected by our diverse cultures and languages, our vibrant traditional territory and our sustainable economy

Mission Statement
To offer transparent, respectful, and efficient services to the citizens of the Ulkatcho First nation and to provide
opportunities for physical, spiritual, mental, economic and social wellness within a supportive, safe, and healthy
community.

Core Values




Respect – We have a special relationship with the land and water and all living things; a relationship based
on a profound spiritual connection to the earth that empowers us to respect ourselves, respect each other,
and respect the natural environment.
Accountability - Each one of us is responsible for the social, economic and environmental consequences of
our decisions and accountable for our actions.
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Transparency –We take seriously our responsibility of fiscal openness in our decision-making while
fulfilling our fiduciary responsibility to all members of the Ulkatcho First Nation. Open and honest
communication within our governance structure is essential to holding leaders accountable while
eliminating corruption.
Trust – We believe that accountable and transparent leadership will result in reliable, trustworthy and strong governance
with respect to the management of our community affairs and traditional lands.

Background to this Plan
Early in 2017, the Ulkatcho First Nation (UFN), along with Chief and Council, developed this 3-year strategic plan to
help set a medium term direction for community sustainability by creating a framework for pursuing social,
economic and environmental wellness within the community from 2017-2020.
Community leaders and community members worked together to develop vision and mission statements, core
values, strategic priorities and actions. This strategic plan also includes an implementation component with
responsibilities and timelines and links to: finance, health, housing, education, administration, and governance.

Purpose
A shared community strategic plan is a critical asset in working towards the ultimate goal of achieving and
sustaining a healthy, vibrant, and sustainable community. This 3-year strategic plan is designed to bring strength
and stability to UFN governance and reflect the dreams and goals of the UFN. This plan also sets an intention to
guide Chief and Council in their decision making approach towards meeting the goals set by the community.
This living document will shape the annual work-plans developed by management and administration and in turn,
inform specific resource allocations within budgetary requirements. Annual work plans will outline how and when
the strategic priorities and actions set out in this Strategic Plan will be achieved by each respective responsibility
center. Annual staff performance reviews and Council achievements will link directly to the strategic plan, ensuring
the plan is grounded, monitored and continuously implemented on an ongoing basis.
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Strategic Priorities
1. Enhancing Health and Wellness in the Community
Quote from survey – “Our leaders need to be of strong mind, body and spirit, healthy and addiction free, and well
educated in every aspect of government. Then and only then can we even think of moving forward. Just like at home,
when the head of a household is strong, educated and healthy the rest of the household is secure and happy. This is
what our community needs, to be secure and happy”.
Anita and Chief Betty to provide more information - The Health Centre is committed to creating a healthy, strong,
and vibrant community through effective programs and services that promote mental, physical, spiritual and
emotional wellbeing. UFN members will have strong leadership to guide them and set an example of a strong,
sovereign, sober and financially free community. Community members will have opportunities to establish and
maintain healthy lifestyles to create the positive changes needed in our community.
The Social Development Department at UFN has the responsibility for administering social assistance to Band
members who are unemployed or under employed. Social assistance is offered to provide financial support to
some UFN members, however the impacts have created dependencies and other social concerns for some. Chief
and Council will ensure that federal and provincial governments will continue to met their respective fiduciary
responsibilities as well as put in place the required ingredients within the community toward generating
meaningful employment opportunities for citizens who are not already working, to join the workforce.

Health
Objectives
1.1 Improve
health and
wellness in the
community

Actions




Develop and implement programs in traditional
medicine and bring healers into the community
Hold workshops to heal lateral violence triggers
Offer wellness workshops and “healing nights” and
make these mandatory for all staff
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Health
Objectives

Actions





1.2 Foster
sobriety for all
community
members,
including
leadership and
staff









1.3 Foster
connection
between youth
and elders







1.4 Support the



Form a Healthy Living Board/Committee with pay
Conduct in-home visits to create a comfortable
environment
Fund a Wellness Task Force
Conduct seminars on personal financial management
practices
Establish an alcohol and drug policy that prohibits the
sale of alcohol and drugs in the community
Create a Mobile Treatment Unit for the entire UFN
territory
Build a treatment centre in THE Ulkatcho Village
Deliver workshops on the effects of drugs and alcohol
to adults and youth
Establish mandatory sobriety for Chief and Councilors
Continue to fund the “AA Roundups”
Create social opportunities for people to get out of
their homes and socialize to decrease the feeling of
“nothing to do”
Create opportunities for enhanced interaction between
youth and elders
Develop more activities for youth to stay engaged
within the community
Ensure youth have strong role models and mentors in
the community
Develop programs to expose youth and elders to
opportunities outside the community so they can have
different experiences
ANITA and Chief Betty FILL IN OTHERS Create end of
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Health
Objectives
continued
development of
the First
Nation’s Health
Authority
Health and
Wellness
Strategy
1.5 Transition
people off of
social
assistance

Actions






life care (hospice)
Create Ageing in Grace elder home

Generate opportunities to transition people off social
assistance into the full-time or part-time workforce
Explore options to make it mandatory or to encourage
members on social assistance to take training or
provide voluntary community service hours
Promote advantages and benefits of transitioning off
social assistance to join the work force

__________________________________________________________________

2. Ensuring Appropriate Housing is Available to all Community Members
Add forensic audit, Keith’s plan for housing improvement. Keith and Allen to provide more information The
Ulkatcho First Nation is committed to providing safe, affordable, quality homes to citizens. For many years, housing
has been and continues to be, one of the biggest concerns that UFN faces. Poor housing conditions, overcrowding,
vandalism and fire damage have added to the ongoing housing shortage and concern. The purpose of the UFN
Housing Program is to create a self-sustaining, independent fund that allows the UFN to build, buy, rent, and repair
homes according to community needs and polices. Housing for the UFN is an intricate issue due to the legal and
financial barriers on reserve.
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The Housing policies and management must take into account options for long-term sustainable housing that is
both fair and equitable for the Band and the individuals. The current rental deficit needs to be addressed through
affordable housing opportunities that meet individual’s needs and long term housing goals.

Housing
Objectives

Actions

2.1 Ensure
that all UFN
members are
afforded
housing
opportunities
in a manner
that meets
both their
current
needs and
their long
term housing
goals





2.2 Review
and
strengthen
current
housing
policies





2.3 Reduce
the rental
deficit













Create housing for single parents
Renovate abandoned homes because of rental shortage
Ensure staff people from outside the community aren’t
taking up housing space that the community members
need
Organize an annual seminar and discuss all of the relevant
housing issues in the community
Make funding available for alternative housing and solar
power and retrofitting for “green houses”
Utilize wood from the area to build homes
Ensure new houses and renovations of existing houses are
completed to code
Complete a forensic audit of the current housing situation
that includes home inspections to address the home
vacancy situation
Train local members to build houses
Plan for future development
Encourage optimum use of resources in the community i.e.
wood fibre from territory and labour from the community
Ensure linkage to infrastructure, roads, water and sewer
systems, Fire Protection Services, electrical power supply
and distribution systems
Educate the citizens of UFN about the need to pay rent and
pay for housing expenses and maintenance
Put a process in place whereby Band members can own
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Housing
Objectives

Actions



their homes and reduce the cost to the Band
Build houses that reduce energy costs, withstand the cold
climate, and be suited to singles and smaller families
Learn how other First Nations created success in their
housing strategies, (for example, invite the Yale First
Nation to visit the UFN and share their experience on
successful housing strategies)

__________________________________________________________________

3. Recognizing and protecting traditional lands, rights, languages and culture
Quote from Survey “Our elders are our encyclopaedias, and our children are our future – I think we forget that
sometimes”.
UFN places high value on preserving and protecting its traditional territory as well as language and cultural values.
Fostering the links between the ancestral lands, traditional ecological knowledge and preserving customs and
languages (both Tsilhqot’in and Dekelh) is crucial to maintaining a healthy and vibrant community. To achieve a
sustainable way for the future, with strong connections to the past, UFN will require innovative planning, creative
problem-solving, and new ways of working together at the community level.
Living off the land, having the freedom to express cultural beliefs, practices, and ceremonies are fundamental to
maintaining UFN identity and growing pride for the Nation. Great hardship and adversity in the past, such as the
Residential School System, has made it sometimes difficult to maintain traditions or has created gaps in the
knowledge sharing and passing of stories and customs from generation to generation. UFN will work towards
regaining what is being threatened within the community by preserving what is important and passing lessons
down to youth, while preparing for the future while learning from teachings from the past.
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Traditional
Rights
Objectives
3.1 Preserve
culture,
languages and
traditions

Actions












3.2 Redefine
sovereignty
and self
determination





Set up a Traditional Use task force
Build a pit house on the territory
Fund cultural programs
Fund pow-wows
Build cabins in the traditional territory for community
members to camp and practice traditional use
Gather stories, photos, and recordings from elders
Document traditional songs and drumming, history
funeral preparation, and ceremonies on rights of passage
Create a community calendar so people know when
different events and workshops are taking place within
the community
Fix the road to North Ulkatcho to ensure year-round
access
Build 10 homes on the territory for traditional use:
Blackwater, Frank Sill, Salmon River, Mountain Meadow,
Irene Lake, Mack Squinas, Dester Family, Tanya Lake,
Bluff Lake, Gene Lake, Towdy’s Trapline
Create signage throughout the territory that is in Dekelh
and Tsilhqot’in.
Mark gravesites in Dekelh and Tsilhqot’in
As a distinct and independent nation made up of
Tsilhqot’in, Dekelh peoples, explore and document UFN’S
right to self-determination
Put in place a policy that states that free, prior and
informed consent is required before any proposed
development or decisions are made which may impact
UFN’s inherent rights over UFN traditional territory
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Traditional
Rights
Objectives

Actions

3.3 Enhance
wildlife
management
practices
3.4 Protect and
maintain land
and water
resources



3.5 Collect and
document
traditional
ecological and
historical
knowledge to
improve two
way
communication
and
understanding
with citizens,
elders and
governments
with respect to
traditional land
use, laws and
customs



Trap beavers to protect against beaver-fever and loss of
land from flooding
Conduct a wolf-cull to protect moose and deer





Create a Land Protection Office
Create a policy to protect Anahim Peak Provincial Park
Fund a full time Natural Resource Department



Continue to work with Terry N Tobias to find ways to
archive and pass on the traditional knowledge, wisdom,
and stories of elders..

_______________________________________________________________
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4. Enhancing Education and Providing Educational Opportunities in the
Community
Education within the Ulkatcho First Nation ensures members are able to gain access to quality education in
academic, traditional culture and language teachings as well as education and training to access meaningful
employment. By providing fair and equal access to education, training and traditional teachings, the UFN members
can obtain the qualifications and skills needed to pursue their own careers, pursue post-secondary education,
contribute to the success of UFN self-governance, and become economically self-sufficient.

Education
Objectives

Actions

4.1 Ensure
leadership is
welleducated



4.2 Establish
an Adult
Based
Education
Program




4.3 Preserve
languages
and cultures













Provide incentives for Band members who have relevant
cultural and academic education qualifications to run for
leadership
Provide incentives for leadership to pursue continued
cultural, academic, or life skills training while on Council
Build a Jimmy Stillas Learning Centre
Provide burseris and scholarships for students to
“upgrade” and obtain high school equivalency
Fund an Act Now Program with Certification
opportunities
Offer more language and traditional teaching classes in
community and in the schools
Offer night classes and workshops
Provide an honorarium for people who attend language
classes
Fund training for language teachers
Reinstate the Education Board
Offer field trips to other Dakelh Nations to connect
people throughout the territory and share traditional
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Education
Objectives

Actions


4.4 Create
training
opportunities
to address
community
needs







4.5 Create
meaningful
employment
opportunities
for all
community
members

knowledge and skills
Create a Language and Culture Committee and ensure
elder involvement
Offer craft days
Offer training in forestry, firefighting, construction,
mining, skills development and trades
Implement life-skills training on an ongoing basis
Create scholarships and bursaries for all members to get
equal access to educational opportunities including
opportunities for university
Organise hands-on training for people to learn about
horses, camping, meat-cutting and meat-drying
techniques as well as food security and supply

5. Achieving Economic Prosperity
Quote from Survey “People are taking our logs and wrecking our land and we need the jobs. More communication with
forestry, mining, silviculture is needed.”
UFN’s dependence on natural resources presents both challenges and opportunities in maintaining and developing
a sustainable economy. The traditional economy based on fishing, hunting, gathering and trapping that UFN wants
to preserve is key for maintaining a healthy and balanced life, but needs to be bolstered with meaningful
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employment opportunities that would result from resource development such as forestry, agriculture, pine
mushrooms, etc..
Bridging between living off the land and using the land for economic development for the future is challenging to
find a reasonable balance that is good for both the land and the people. UFN will have significant investment
opportunity from the New Gold Project. Proper investment and managing the capital for the UFN must be done
effectively and responsively to ensure wealth is optimized and leveraged, while reducing risk and recognizing
potential pitfalls in the economy, markets, or other risk factors.
As the UFN people are the custodians of their lands and territories and must sustain their traditional territory for
the benefit of present and future generations, the Chief and Council have the fiduciary responsibility to ensure the
proper and sound investment of monies from all current and prospective undertakings such as the New Gold
project. One way of doing this is by establishing trust funds and endowments. The purpose of establishing trust
funds and endowments is to form a legacy to benefit the citizens and ensure a minimum legacy balance is protected
and preserved for future economic sustainability.

Economic
Prosperity
Objectives
5.1 Identify
and generate
economic
opportunities
for the
community
and its
members

Actions




Create a sustainable fund development strategy
Establish a trust fund as an endowment for the
community
Create a Heritage Fund to enable the provision of funds to
future economic growth
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Economic
Prosperity
Objectives
5.2 Develop
forestry,
agriculture,
food security,
pine
mushrooms
and small
businesses

Actions




Help people restore their ranches to working order
Put policies in place to protect pine mushroom habitat
from logging
Put policies in place to protect the land from non-UFN
mushroom pickers

6. Increasing Organisational Strength and Reliance
The Chief and Council strive to ensure that the UFN is a healthy, sound, fiscally responsible organisation with a
strong management team. Chief and Council are committed to building the UFN’s profile and reputation for being a
sovereign and financially free community. The objectives and strategies for building organisational strength and
resilience create the foundation for all other Strategic Priorities.

Organisational
Strength
Objectives
6.1 Ensure a strong,
educated, healthy
leadership to take the
UFN into the future

Actions




6.2 Ensure strong



Put policies in place to address bullying and lateral
violence
Create a Chief and Council annual evaluation
strategy for performance review
Implement an effective recall system if leaders are
found to be not accountable to the Community
Effective policy and procedures to follow
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Organisational
Strength
Objectives

Actions

management
direction and sound
policies that transfer
from one
administration to the
next





6.3 Clear and
effective
communication and
teamwork



6.4 Engage elders
and youth in
governance




6.5 Collaborate with
other governments
including federal,
provincial, regional,
municipal, and other
First Nation











Attach Strategic Plan to bi-laws
Create a Human Resources position
Conduct more surveys and workshops to bring
people together and have them engaged in
community affairs
Fund Councillors to go and visit people that can’t get
in to meetings
Provide life skills and effective communications
skills training to Chief and Council
Implement staff work-plans and timesheets to
effectively link to budget
Set up a Youth and Elder council
Revise the council governance structure to ensure
representation of at least one youth and one elder
on the Council
Negotiate mutually beneficial agreements
Negotiate stable funding agreements
Nurture relationships that will achieve the ultimate
goal of becoming politically and financially
independent
Chief and Council will work to promote relationshipbuilding with neighbouring First Nations and other
external governments at the federal, provincial,
regional and municipal levels to continually restore
and obtain greater authority over traditional lands,
resources, and service area.
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Organisational
Strength
Objectives
6.6 Continuity of
governance
6.7 Transparency

Actions




6.8 Finance
Department will
practice open,
accountable and
fiscally responsible
governance












Increase Chief and Council terms of office from two
years to four years with a 1 year transition period
Prepare and distribute regular progress reports
from leadership and staff
Set a timeline with regular access to minutes from
the meetings dealing with the Strategic Plan
Advance
strategic
priorities
through
interdepartmental collaboration, cooperation, and
open communication
Develop and administer effective financial
management frameworks in which departments and
corporations can administer their budgets with
appropriate independence and accountability
Standardize annual reporting for each department
and update finance policies where applicable
Attract, develop and engage talented financial
services employees
Provide reporting and updates to community in a
timely manner (annually or semi-annually)
Improve reporting and implement policies that
require regular reports by Chief and Council,
departments, organizations and corporations
regarding planning, budgeting and expenditures
Ensure timely reporting to AANDC and financial
institutions
Ensure/enhance training, apprenticeships or work
placement programs for financial persons or
accountants to address shortage within the UFN
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Organisational
Strength
Objectives

Actions



6.9 To provide and
maintain effective
and efficient
administration
services














community
Reduce deficits in key areas
Coordinate consistent methods for audits and
financial reporting
Work to improve staffing and management
efficiency by exploring ways to streamline
responsibilities and maximize productivity
Improve and enhance feedback mechanisms
Ensure staff understand the time and resources
available for each individual project and link to work
plans and timesheets
Review staff work-plans bi-weekly to ensure staff is
on-track with time and budgeting
Conduct performance reviews bi-annually
Carry out ongoing assessments through evaluating
results, and adapting plans and services to improve
outcomes
Ensure accountability and standards and policies are
being followed to improve outcomes and ensure
plans and reporting functions are being embraced
by leadership, staff and management
Develop effective administrative policies and
functions by documenting procedures, job
descriptions and policies
Keep a database of skilled workforce
Improve employee orientation, job descriptions and
on-job training for all staff
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Implementation of the Strategic Plan
Implementing a strategic plan is as important as creating the strategy itself. The 3-year UFN Strategic Plan would
be of little use to the community without a means of putting it into place. This strategic plan includes a process for
applying the plan to the relevant departments, to ensure cohesive implementation of the plan and coordinated
outcomes throughout all departments.
The details of the implementation portion of the plan are linked to each strategic priority and will provide
information on: roles and responsibilities, actions, and estimated timeframes. The roles and responsibilities of
community members, including youth and elders, as well as Chief and Council, are also discussed to clearly define
everyone’s roles from government to grassroots with respect to the implementation of the strategic plan.
The UFN strategic priorities are: 1) enhancing health and wellness in the community; 2) ensuring appropriate
housing is available to all community members; 3) recognizing and, protecting traditional lands, rights, languages
and culture; 4) enhancing education and providing educational opportunities in the community; 5) achieving
economic prosperity; and 6) increasing organisational strength and reliance. Relevant departments are: health,
housing, education, administration, social development, and finance.

Chief and Council roles and responsibilities for implementing the strategic priorities
Chief and Council are accountable to the citizens for the implementation and reporting on the strategic plan.
Actions and impacts of UFN Chief and Council decisions must be founded on effective communication and openness
with the community. Transparency and communication will be at the core of all decision-making.
Proper
communication involves not only consultation, but also includes reporting on results of various initiatives. Where
appropriate, public meetings or referendums that allow all citizens a direct method to express their opinions will be
used. Further, communications to the community will take place through newsletters, online updates, social media,
or when needed, home visits to elders or others who cannot attend meetings.
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Proposed annual reviews or reports will feed back into the strategic plan, helping to keep it current, on track and
relevant to changing circumstances in the community. This plan will be used to help Chief and Council measure
progress by comparing the strategic priorities to actual achievements on an ongoing basis.
UFN will ensure that planning, actions, policies and regulations are carried out to the efficiently and effectively.. In a
community the size of UFN, it is inevitable that sometimes relationship, family, and community dynamics will
complicate decisions at both political and organizational levels. When initiatives are proposed and implemented,
they must be done in an impartial and unbiased manner that are not only sensitive to family and community
dynamics, but are also best for the community as a whole.

Timelines and reporting to the community for Chief and Council
The schedule for reporting on the strategic plan, annual operating and budget as well as performance-reporting
measures is as follows:
Strategic Plan Approval Meeting with community and Chief and Council - April
Annual Operating and Budget Approval - May
Annual Performance Reporting Meeting – June
Community Reporting (online, newsletters, open houses) – bi monthly

Community roles and responsibilities for implementing the strategic priorities
If an individual resident of the Community does not like the direction the Strategic Plan is going or if they believe
the strategic directions are not being met, they should talk to raise their concerns with the Chief and Council and
management. It is the responsibility of each individual to stay informed and engaged.
In order to have a vibrant and healthy community, the citizens of UFN will need to be involved in what is taking
place in their government and community as a whole. Leaders being respectful to others and being positive role
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models for children to look up to were identified as key elements during the strategic planning sessions. In order to
achieve this, there needs to be trust built between the individuals in the community and the leaders.
Opportunities to foster youth and elder involvement in governance will be undertaken by creating a youth and
elder position on council or creating a youth and elder committee that helps to advise council on issues important
to youth and elders. This will integrate the different generations and encourage youth and elders to engage in
matters relevant to the health and wellbeing of their community..

Health Department roles and responsibilities for implementing the strategic priorities
UFN’s remote location and limited access to outside community health programs or facilities make it critical to
provide the full gamut of health and wellness services directly in the community. Where services are unavailable,
programs will be put in place to ensure transportation to outside access to services.
Important health and wellness services for children such as daycare, dental, and nutrition are also key for
maintaining a healthy population. NEED INFORMATION ON WHAT DAYCARE< DENTAL< NUTRITION programs
UFN has now
Elder care is essential as the population begins to age and demands are put on their personal care. Supporting and
implementing the First Nation’s Health Authority Health and Wellness Strategy, including Aging with Grace and end
of life care, will be carried out by the Health Department liaising with Health Authority staff. Health staff will work
with the Chief and Council to evaluate the current bereavement policy, grief support and funeral costs and possibly
offer financial support for services.
The Health Director and staff, along with Chief and Council, will ensure transportation to outside for access to
unavailable services, offer additional alcohol/drug addictions treatment than is already available, and work to
secure funding for a mobile treatment unit.
Health Staff, under direction from management will organize wellness activities for the entire community and also
activities specifically for children and youth as well as elder wellness.
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Timelines and reporting from Health Department

Housing Department roles and responsibilities for implementing the strategic priorities
Chief, Council, and the senior management team will work with the appropriate funding agencies to ensure that policies are
developed for: home maintenance, private home ownership, and a fair and equitable rental scale for paying rent.
Management will work to develop a home maintenance course for renters and homeowners. As well, management will host an
annual workshop where all housing issues can be showcased for the entire community including guest speakers from other First
Nations that have generated successes in addressing housing shortage and reducing the rental deficit in their communities.

Timelines and reporting from the Housing Department

Education Department roles and responsibilities for implementing the strategic priorities
The Education Department will work with community members toward traditional, academic, and applied skill
development within our community. Management will work with Chief and Council to enhance train and expand
access to job opportunities. An initiative to recruit (or retain) UFN youth back to the community after they have
finished their education will be explored by the Education Department possibly by seeking outside funding.
The Education Director will enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness by ensuring all programs in areas
of education, training, literacy, and skill development are working together toward common objectives and ensure
funding is on par with provincial standards. Chief and Council will employ a grant writer to assist all departments
with securing funding.
Education staff will ensure education standards, accreditation, and certification are consistent with provincial
standards while recognizing cultural and traditional values. The Education Department will work with all
appropriate departments to increase K-12, mature student, post-secondary education and trades, academic
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achievement, graduation and participation rates. Staff will work to identify learning barriers – learning, listening,
retention, life skills.
Chief and Council will work with the Education Director to develop adult based education programs and seek
funding to rebuild the Jimmy Stillas Learning Centre.
Timelines and reporting from the Education Department

Finance and Administration Departments roles and responsibilities for implementing the strategic
priorities
Input from Linda and Keith Finance and administration oversee the management and control of finances and
ensure appropriate use of public funds by providing centralized shared services to the other UFN departments or
organizations. Administration manages economic analysis, statistical services, compensation and benefits, internal
audit services and payment processing.
The Finance Department ensures public funds are prudently managed so that sufficient financial resources are
available to provide the community with programs and services, while at the same time maintaining a healthy
financial position and balance within incoming revenues and funding provisions. Finances will be evaluated
annually through an annual performance reporting process and be made available to the community both online
and in print.
Sound administration is required to run efficiently and effectively to ensure proper management, reporting of
finances, support to management and staff as well as outreach to the community.
Advances in technology will continue to influence governance, service delivery and public expectations because in
the “internet age”, people increasingly expect government to deliver services online and to enable public
engagement through social media. These expectations come with their own unique challenges as many people
don’t have access to the Internet, and many elders do not want to use online services. It is key for administration to
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strike the appropriate balance between offering online services and engagement tools (i.e. social media and
website) while offering conventional methods as well.
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